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Clarus Subsea Integrity was established from the Integrity Management division of 2H Offshore. Whilst
working under the 2H banner, the IM team gained over a decade of subsea expertise and pioneered many of
the standards, tools and methods used in offshore integrity management today.
Clarus Subsea Integrity, Inc.
History. The company was formed by the January 2011 combination of its two predecessor companies,
Acergy S.A. and Subsea 7, Inc. Acergy was founded in 1970 as Stolt Nielsen Seaway, a division of the
Norwegian Stolt-Nielsen Group offering divers for the exploration of the North Sea.After a series of
acquisitions, including Comex Services of France in 1992 and Houston, Texas-based Ceanic ...
Subsea 7 - Wikipedia
The natural decline in the reservoir energy will impact the flowrate of oil, gas or water, thereby creating
instabilities and resulting in decreased production. Artificial lift is used in oil-dominated or liquid-loaded gas
systems to increase and stabilize hydrocarbon production, as well as to minim
Artificial Lift for Subsea Applications â€” GATE, Inc. - Oil
Subsea is fully submerged ocean equipment, operations or applications, especially when some distance
offshore, in deep ocean waters, or on the seabed. The term is frequently used in connection with
oceanography, marine or ocean engineering, ocean exploration, remotely operated vehicle (ROVs)
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), submarine communications or power cables, seafloor mineral ...
Subsea (technology) - Wikipedia
Chesssubseaengineering.com is tracked by us since May, 2016. Over the time it has been ranked as high as
1 509 899 in the world, while most of its traffic comes from Nigeria, where it reached as high as 36 228
position.
Chesssubseaengineering.com: Offshore & Subsea Engineering
Pinnacle Engineeringâ€™s solid reputation for providing economical and outside the box solutions, has
established us as a premier Gulf of Mexico engineering partner.
Gulf of Mexico offshore oil & gas engineering solutions
Next Generation HUGIN SUPERIOR AUV raises the bar for subsea survey data quality 5. Dec 2018;
Aquatica Submarines leads a historic expedition alongside KONGSBERG to map the mysteries of
Belizeâ€™s Blue Hole with special guests Sir Richard Branson and Fabien Cousteau.
Kongsberg Maritime - Home
WAY AHEAD IN CORROSION CONTROL. To overcome the corrosion problems inherent to a developing
energy industry, Deepwater engineers draw from decades of offshore corrosion engineering and design
experience.
Deepwater Corrosion Services Inc.
The Global Marine Group has consistently been at the forefront of subsea engineering, creating the
infrastructure that has allowed new technologies to thrive, led by pioneers filled with passion and creative
vision to work collaboratively to achieve greatness.
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Global Specialists in Offshore Engineering - Global Marine
Bechtel is one of the most respected global engineering, construction, and project management companies.
Together with our customers, we deliver landmark projects that create long-term progress and economic
growth.
Engineering, Construction & Project Management - Bechtel
9 Younis Bashorun Street, Off Ajose Adeogun street, Victoria Island, Lagos
Oil & Gas Industry Recruitment â€“ West Atlantic Energy
Fairshores Limited 2 Company Profile Who we are: Fairshores is a Nigerian company providing leading edge
technology-driven services to the Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry in association with its international partners.
OUR MISSION: To provide technology-driven value adding services for the oil and gas industry in
Fairshores Limited
A New class of support vessel, specifically designed for the challenges of the renewables market, is taking
shape in Holland. Ocean-Tec are proud to have assisted the vessel owners with aspects of the design, and
continue to offer assistance with the vessel in a support role.. The vessel is a DPII multipurpose support
vessel built by Damen shipyards, featuring a Kongsberg DP system.
Latest News | Ocean Tec | System Engineering Solutions
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) scavenging, or â€œgas sweetening,â€• is a crucial aspect in ensuring trouble free
upstream and downstream operations. This GATEKEEPER presents different methods of H2S scavenging,
including scavenging mechanisms, application considerations, and advantages & disadvantages for each
method.
Introduction to H2S Scavenging â€” GATE, Inc. - Oil & Gas
Originally founded in 1994 as Coda Technologies, the Coda Octopus Group is now headquartered in
Orlando, Florida. The Group consists of a Marine Products business located in Orlando, Florida, Edinburgh,
Scotland, Perth, Australia, and Bergen, Norway, and engineering businesses, Coda Octopus Colmek in Salt
Lake City, Utah and Coda Octopus Martech in Weymouth, England.
Coda Octopus Group, Inc.
1 www.pigging.com (918) 258-6068 sales@pigging.com CDI is an ISO 9001:2008 cer ed company 0518
Pipeline Pig Tracking, Signaling, and Communications Equipment
Product Pipeline Pig Tracking, Signaling, and
Our marine product range is one of the broadest in the world: 70 of the worldâ€™s maritime forces and over
30,000 commercial vessels are using our equipment today.
Marine â€“ Rolls-Royce
4 BRÃœCK Â® â€“Competence in Duplex Stainless Steel Duplex and Super Duplex Welding BRÃœCKÂ®
has the in-house capabilities and the expertise to weld duplex and super duplex products. Exi-sting, qualified
welding processes are GTAW, GMAW and SAW. Retaining the correct material properBRÃœCK Your Partner in Duplex Stainless Steel
5 Anything the pipe can take, so can the Grayloc Connector When manufactured from the same material as
the pipe, the Grayloc Â® connector surpasses the strength of the pipe and that of most other components
that may be connected.
Grayloc Product Catalog
BP is one of the world's leading integrated oil and gas companies. We provide customers with fuel for
transportation, energy for heat and light, lubricants to keep engines moving, and the petrochemicals products
used to make everyday items as diverse as paints, clothes and packaging.
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